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A non metallic and non magnetic cryostat, with a very low 
thermal budget and a container type autonomy was 
developed, to condition S.Q.U.I.D.. magnetometers, which 
maximum sensitivity reaches 10" Tesla Hertz . This 
instrumentation puts in hand new concepts of composite 
materials, thermal shock and vibration resistant, multilayer 
thermal radiative insulation also to the prouve ofjVibrations 

• with thermal equivalent emissivity lower than 10 . 

Key words : non metallic cryostats - multilayer insulation -
polymer porosity.- S.Q.U.I.D. magnetometer cryostats. 
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1. CONSTRAINTS -.-•-. . ". " " - * " 

Such instrumentation must satisfy many constraints. 
Electric end magnetic constraints : The design has to avoid the use of magnetic materials, 
as well as inductive loops or magnetic fields created by thermal motion of conduction 
electrons in metals which are necessitated to build up the thermo-conductive or thefmo-
reflective parts of cryostats. » 

Mechanical and cryogchical constraints : The structure materials used have to be vacuum 
tight, able to withstand thermal shocks between outgazing temperature (150°C) and 
*.2#K. Thin wailed par.ts as Arsonval type necks should also show a low thermal 
conduction. Finally, the components must be of a continuous shape, to maintain an 
acceptable compression hoop stress at junctions. • ' 

2. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 

As a matter of fact, those numerous constraints tend to be convergent. The choosen 
actual possible solution is a composite that we will now describe. 

Structural part : A glass regular tissue with an acceptable iron oxyde impurity ( taffeta or 
satin* type) and an adapted surfacic density should be used to build both developable or 
non developable objects of variable wall thickness. This tissue was coated with a 
polysiloxane chemically compatible with high temperature curing epoxy resins. Then, it 
is prcpreged with such an epoxy (novolac) showing an important reticulation rate, free of 
solvent and diluants. This prepreg, with its high glass pondéral proportion implicates a 
high hydrostatic pressure bag curing, under vacuum. Its absence of flow respects a 
constant glass-epoxy ratio and then a perfect isotropism of composit. . . . . 



At 150°C, the Young modulus of such material reminds 80 percent of its value at room 
température which permits to cure the assemblies, to insure outgazing of cryostats at high 
temperatures, or, more simply, to remove components of their mould, after curing. The 
mould, being an inside one, of aluminium alloy, has a higher thermal expansion than the 
molded object. 
The geometry and fitting shape of components was designed to produce it in small series 
but in an industrially way, like regular sheet metal products and to allow assembling 
without special tooling. The length of straight parts is maintained free. 

Vacuum tightness : Far of helium condensation temperatures the molecular diameter of 
o 

helium (2,7A ) is lower than the mean distance between macromolecules of epoxy resins 
( 7A ) . Then it is necessary to introduce the notion of porosity. The reticulation of 
mdcromolecuies can diminish their intermolecular clearance, but not under the size of the 
cross-link chemical pattern which is always bigger than the helium molecule. This result 
comes in a percolation of helium through the composite. Up to now, there is no modified 
polymer known as vacuum tight. So, we decided to coat an inner laminar surface 
obtained from contact v/ith bag, in a first cure, free of contamination and smooth. This .' 
coating is composed of aluminium .( "Magnetron" sputtered aluminium), showing high 
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energetical efficiency. The so obtained 1000 A thick layer is overlaped with few other 
layers of prepreg . It is important to underline here that we tried before to tight those 
material by insertion of metalized polyimid or polyethylene terephtalate films or by 
mixing polymers with flat crystals (mica or graphite) to disseminate and stretch the 

(4) 
helium leaking path and reduce that way the permeability of polymers . But flat 
crystals are apparently brittle and show an unacceptable heat conductivity into their plan. 
An increase of the thermal conductivity of composite is uncompatible with the required 
longitudinal orientation needed for tightening. A single and protected film does not 
Increase the longitudinal heat conductivity of composits, even if it is obtained from 
aluminium coating with.a wall thickness ratio film/wall s 10" . If the aluminium thermal 
conduction is two hundred times those of composits it decreases imperceptibly their 
thermal performances. The porosity does not vary with the inverse of wall thickness like 
in regular law . . 
Our described material, before its treatment with aluminium interlaminar coating, and far 
from helium condensation conditions shows a porosity Q (cm , (SPT).mm, 

-2 -1 -1 
thickness.m area. Atm. , P. day ). 

Q s f ( P ) T V z t 0 . « 

where t ; thickness mm, T : temperature °K, P : pressure difference. 
We voluntarily do not explicit f(P) because the pressure conditions are typically always 
the same. The equation becomes m . 

Q»/3T y e" z t (1.2) 

th-n 0= 5.5 10"1 V ' V l ' 8 9 t ft -' 



This law looks similar to the known laws given for glass permeability but its 
exponential aspect suggests a percolation phenomena. When the thermal molecular speed 
of helium is some hundred of meters per second it is hard to imagine an elastic behaviour 

12 of its molecules ( 10 shocks/sec.).- Even if it is far of its condensation temperature 
the transfert of helium gas is assumed by successive jumps from an adsorbed situation to 
another, its aleatory percolative motion changing with the presence of other bodies, also 

. in motion , (air, FLO...) » There is apparently a certain wall thickness sufficiently.thin 

. under which a macroscopic permeability comes, located between 0.5 and 1 mm, for which 
pine holes and other deffects reappear. Because it was only possible for us to fit the law 
for thicknesses 1mm, the-accuracy of our measurements did not allow us to verify 

g " o as expected . This model seems to roughly sat. .fy the glass filament wound and 
epoxy resin composites, developped for straight tubing in another french atomic energy 

(8) commission laboratory . 
; A two month outgazing was observed by M.M. Locatelli in Grenoble on vacuum bagged 
. samples, mechanically pressed at various pressures ( 0,25 to t MegL Pascals). The porosity 
- was then measured at room temperature when the rnacromolccular percolative structure 
was supposed to be free of any gases except helium. 

- 2 6 
A 60 cm sample, mill-machined at 2 mm thickness after polymerisation under * 10 
Pascals gives a / 3 : 10 , which is lower than usual. The small size of this sample gave 
measurements at the extreme sensitivity of leak detector. Anyway we can say that high 
pressure polymerization helps or that outgazing does not affect the "high pressure" 
polymers. ' -

• Vacuum tightness at ft.2 *K : The adsorption of helium on various improvized getters in 
what we call a technical vacuum can falsify leak measurements. An indicative value 

-4 ' 2 
510 describes the porosity of a 100cm , 1,2mm thick sample but it will be necessary to 
verify this Jaw, which assimilates maybe dangerously the evolution of helium and 
composites properties into a single expression. 

• 2 Conclusion : The thermal budget of a (22m\V) .He cryostat having a .5 m area, at 4.2°K 
which looks at a 60°K thermo controlled shield can be doubled by thermal conduction 
under 3 10" mm Hg helium gas pressure (Knudsen). The helium gas migration through 
eighty shields of multilayers insulation needed to obtain such thermal performances 
appears difficult. As the main porosity is located on the upper part of the thin cryostat 
neck, and as the transiert of an eventual leaking helium flow to the cryogenic getter will 
be operated under a certain pressure gradient, a leak will increase necessarily the 
insulating vacuum pressure. It is obvious that materials having a "metallic" tightness are 
needed. The interlaminar var-- . barrier (l.V.B.) practiced is usually aluminium but SiO, 
TiO or other non metallic were operated for high frequency instrumentation,Let us come 
back to A.S.T.M. porosity standards t 
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Epoxy 
Parylene 
Polyimid 1 (IVB) 170 ^m. thickness 

— Pyrex glass 

Polyimid 4 (IVB) 250 ^m. thickness 

V°"*.}"—'our composite 1 (IVB) 1 mm. total thickness 
— aluminium 
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Figure 1 

In this porosity panorama our composite is located far away from original epoxy resins, 
and very close to metals and alloys. The last effort to reach them consists in producing a 
multi-interlaminar vacuum barrier (M.I.V.B.). This will be twice as expensive but will 
come surely to satisfy the stronger constraints of space applications. 
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Plg.2 Isothermal shields showing the non-metallized part, close to magnetometer and rib-
fixation locations. 
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3. MULTILAYER INSULATION (MU) 

In a first step, a (MLI) was developped in Saclay, for an astronomical X-ray spectrometry 
cryostat * . This MLI made of a 3 p n thick polyethylene terephtalate film metallized in 
its two faces with an appropried aluminium reflective layer is assembled with its spacer. 
This spacer is a knitted tulle of moniîolament polyester wire (bulk thickness = 1 mm) of 
surface density only 7 gr.m" . This composite M U is obtained from patented Industry ' 
in ribbon of various widths with button-rholes designed for stabilization of large panels and 
vacuum interconnection. 

The specific rigidity, high packing resistance and low perpendicular heat conduction of 
MLI makes that we can actually get. low equivalent thermal cmissivity ££10 . To 
satisfy to constraints added by this low field rnagnetometry-program, the induction loops 
were avoided by breaking up- the reflective aluminium in -5 mm squares obtained by 

- electromachintng with a narrow lined tooling. The aluminium thickness available in 100 A 
and 400 A is sufficiently thick to reflect respectively the infrared (*-70°K) and (70-300° K) 
with a-minimal weight of aluminium. This thermal reflective MLI for magnetometry is 
also obtained from a patented industry -

Flg.3 Charcoal cryogenic 
getters, in an isothermal box, 
on top of liquid helium 
container, as far as possible of 
magnetometer. 
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Fip.ft The multilayer insulation winding, 
around the <f5* K isothermal shidle. 
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* . SOME ASPECTS OF CRYOSTATS 
• • • - - + 

The slimness of components was mentionned at S (2-1). The length of assembly interfaces 
is widely designed in order to securize the glued junctions. The vessels under pressure 
have a double bandage for positive control, which is not needed for vacuum vessel with 
junctions having only to be faced each other. 
The interface thermal shield-neck, also 25mm long, is used as thermal'exchanger between 
60 micron thick pure aluminium longitudinal bandages and ftHe vapors. The liquid JHe 
container was filled in its toroidal part with antl-Taconis reticulated polyester foam. This 
accomodation costs less than 3% in volume and suppresses the convective flows. This is 
particularly mandatory for a 20mW cryostat. This material constitutes there an 
innovation, but it is well known f rom kerosen tank builders..... 
The spacers (glass filament rods I mm diam) arc not used to face shick problems (because 
of the lightness of helium container and shields) but to reduce vibration noise. The 
conductive layers on shield were originally obtained from magnetron-sputtering , but they 
are now simply applied on shields and molded in a single operation. The repartition of Mil 
along neck is regularly assumed with interspaces, if necessary, on the full length. If not, 
the thermal radiation, between black vessels and neck will immediately thermal!ze it. 
Then we have to make neck supplies with the same composites and fill the neck, with 

r 



closed spherical foam. This foam designed to immobilize the helium vapors and assumed 
convective thermal contacts at the shield thermal exchanger levels. 

gas fittings 

. / 100 mm inside diameter 

the insulated He vapors 
exhaust 

Figure 5 
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Fig.6 The equipment of *,2 to »5'K anti-vibratiort ribs. 
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FIK.7 The last 300 to 120°K anti-vibration ribsfixed laterally on assembly ring. 
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direct 

'125* mW * 

Total thermal budget, at 300*K : 1 .5 W 

Neck conduction 
1380 mW 

-thermal , . neck thermie 4 
others / r a d i a t i o n others ^He gas conduction exchange T K 

X-l I * ' *-"* ' " 7270 

A t 4 . 1 9 ' K : total heat load 22 mW "*" ™ r m " P 

m a s s flow of evaporated He 1.1 mg sec 

Figure 8 



. 5. GENERAL THERMAL BUDGET DISCUSSION 

Aspects of fcKg cryostats without nitrogen shield and low evaporation rate : In opposition 
to liquid helium containers, the experimental cryostat has a large neck necessitated to 
introduce, frequently-, an experimentation. This.neck is prolongated .under the container 
part by a "tail" like part designed to- receive the magnetometer. So, the radiation area 
becomes larger for an equivalent capacity. 
The simplified graph (fig-S) underlines the hierarchy of thermal budgets. It shows the need, 

. for further improvement to switch to building up cryostat around instrumentation. The 
thermal exchanges gas-shield, gas-neck and the gas-isothermy in foam, normally to the 
neck axis arc objects of care. 
The residual thermal conduction is important, comparatively to the direct thermal budget, 
and it pondérâtes the over thermal conduction neck, the length of which is a compromize 
between a realistic design and the desire to put in the cryostat, the maximum of 
instrumentation. 
The pictures speak by themselves. They express the building history of cryostat and can 
be commented any time, directly. 
We must say that the assembly does not need special professional know how. Researchers 
having a 150 *C furnace and an époxy-based compound glue, the properties of which are 
equal to those of composites can build it at home. All components are very modular. 
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